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"Sly, weird, and thoroughly winning . . . Bracing, funny, and, yes, consoling."—The New York Times

"Young Jean Lee will give you whiplash. Her ability to stake out aesthetic territory and then abruptly
abandon it makes her unpredictable; her tendency to excel at each new genre makes her terrifying. In the
enormously touching cabaret-style We're Gonna Die, Lee jettisons everything that has armored this au
courant young playwright against the world. . . . Lee purchases our hearts with her bravery's own
coin."—Time Out New York

Inspired by her personal experiences with despair and loneliness, the Obie Award–winning playwright-
provocateur and her band Future Wife create a life-affirming show that anyone can perform, about the one
thing everyone has in common: we're all gonna die. Each book includes a CD of all six songs and eight
monologues performed by David Byrne, Laurie Anderson, Adam Horowitz, and others.

Young Jean Lee has been hailed as "one of the best experimental playwrights in America" by Time Out New
York. She has written and directed nine shows in New York with Young Jean Lee's Theater Company and
toured her work to over twenty cities around the world. Her other plays include The Shipment, Lear, and
Songs of the Dragons Flying to Heaven. Awards include two Obies, the Festival Prize of the Zuercher
Theater Spektakel, a Prize in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, a Guggenheim
Fellowship, and a Doris Duke Artist Award.
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From reader reviews:

Jeff Jaco:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite guide and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add
your knowledge by the book entitled We're Gonna Die. Try to the actual book We're Gonna Die as your
friend. It means that it can to become your friend when you truly feel alone and beside those of course make
you smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you much more
confidence because you can know everything by the book. So , let us make new experience in addition to
knowledge with this book.

Wanda Davis:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children till adult are different content. We all know that that
book is very important for us. The book We're Gonna Die seemed to be making you to know about other
know-how and of course you can take more information. It is quite advantages for you. The guide We're
Gonna Die is not only giving you much more new information but also being your friend when you sense
bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship with the book
We're Gonna Die. You never sense lose out for everything in case you read some books.

Annie Fowler:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of pastime that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like
reading book consequently. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a book will give you
a lot of new details. When you read a guide you will get new information due to the fact book is one of
numerous ways to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, reading through a book will make
anyone more imaginative. When you reading through a book especially hype book the author will bring that
you imagine the story how the characters do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to
other individuals. When you read this We're Gonna Die, it is possible to tells your family, friends and soon
about yours publication. Your knowledge can inspire the others, make them reading a reserve.

Carl Terrell:

Within this era which is the greater man or who has ability in doing something more are more special than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you are related is just
spending your time not very much but quite enough to have a look at some books. One of the books in the
top record in your reading list is definitely We're Gonna Die. This book that is certainly qualified as The
Hungry Hillsides can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking right up and review this guide
you can get many advantages.
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